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The rain has been coming down for a couple of days now and we're
stuck in our houses with the kids. The beach is out and we're

surrounded by the sea and the pouring rain. It doesn't bother me
too much because it makes perfect sense to have my Mom in

charge of the kids. I never have to leave the house to go to my
office or to train. I have to admit that the weather has given me

time to think about what's in store for next year. I've been thinking
about my goals and some of the new products that I'm designing.
I'm excited to be working again, and I still expect to train hard and

lift weights. I have the opportunity to meet back up with Roger
Gracie later this year and to film some training with the older

fighters before the October 5-6 invitational. I can't wait to see all
the UFC athletes that are traveling to Brazil for the championships
in the Octagon. I'm no longer a fan of the Associação Nacional de

Karate-Judo Brasileiro, and I can't wait to go to the event and cheer
on the Jiu-Jitsu athletes. It's going to be amazing! My best wishes to
the winners of the championship, they deserve it. I've talked a lot

about grappling and Jiu-Jitsu lately and that's because the
competition is taking place in Brazil and I want to go there to

watch. But what happened in BJJ events on the international scene
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was so exciting that, even though I had never seen these
techniques on TV or from the internet, I was mesmerized by the BJJ
athletes' techniques. It was like watching a mountain climb or like

watching a running full-contact fight. You c6a93da74d
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